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编辑推荐

  Garfield makes using a dictionary fun and easy! Nearly every spread presents an entertaining
comic strip illustrating the use of a featured word. It includes over 65,000 meanings, and Garfield's
Daffy Definitions. Great for all ages!

作者简介

The Merriam brothers desired a continuity of editorship that wouldlink Noah Webster's efforts with
their own editions, so theyselected Chauncey A. Goodrich, Webster's son-in-law and literaryheir,
who had been trained in lexicography by Webster himself, tobe their editor in chief. Webster's son
William also served as aneditor of that first Merriam-Webster dictionary, which waspublished on
September 24, 1847.
Although Webster's work was honored, his big dictionaries had neversold well. The 1828 edition
was priced at a whopping $20; in 13years its 2,500 copies had not sold out. Similarly, the
1841edition, only slightly more affordable at $15, moved slowly.Assuming that a lower price would
increase sales, the Merriamsintroduced the 1847 edition at $6, and although Webster's heirsinitially
questioned this move, extraordinary sales that broughtthem $250,000 in royalties over the ensuing
25 years convinced themthat the Merriams' decision had been abundantly sound.
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 A very good dictionary in all respects, upper elementary student fans of Garfield will find the
paperback format a useful backpack edition. Helpful features include fulsome explanatory notes, a
list of foreign words and phrases, and a handbook of style. Authoritative, attractive, and easy to use.
A 2000 Parents' Choice� Recommended winner.

Reviewed by Parents' Choice
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